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2206V Bachelor of Music Distance- Violin
Degree
Lakeshore Campus

In order to continue with your application for the Bachelor of Music - Violin, you must
complete this step in the application process. Applicant selection is based on academic
criteria and results of these secondary requirements. The information below contains all
information to prepare and submit secondary requirements for consideration.
Applicants must meet both academic and secondary requirements in order to meet
minimum program eligibility. Meeting minimum eligibility does not guarantee an offer of
admission. Please refer to the program page at www.humber.ca to verify this program’s
academic admission requirements. If you have any questions, please contact Admissions.
Secondary Requirements
Applicants are required to attend an audition. It is strongly suggested that applicants perform
a live audition. However, in circumstances where applicants live more than 200km from the
college and are unable to be present for a live audition they may submit an online audition.
Applicants must book and pay a $50 fee for their audition. Please see “Registration
Instructions” below to complete your online audition.
If you have also applied to the Jazz Performance - Introduction to Commercial Jazz program
do not book the audition for the 1-year program. The audition for the degree program will be
considered for the Jazz Performance program.
i. Audition
Submit a paragraph describing your reasons for wanting to study at Humber
and your musical background. Provide details about any studies in theory, ear
training and your level of knowledge in those subjects as well as performance
experience in secondary school, postsecondary education and/or private
studies.
Guidelines:
1. The recording must be video with audio (audio only recordings will not be accepted)
2. The overall sound on the recording should be at a reasonably good quality level and your
instrument must be clearly heard throughout the recording
3. You must be clearly visible on the recording at all times
4. The performance is done live without any editing to simulate a live audition

MUSICAL Requirements:
1. One piece that demonstrates your ability to play an improvised solo (a jazz standard
or a blues).
2. One piece of the candidate’s choice (from any musical genre)
TECHNICAL Requirements:
1. SCALES: Db major 2 octaves, Ab major 2 octaves, B harmonic minor 2 octaves, D melodic
minor 2 octaves. All scales are to be played ascending and descending. The minimum
tempo is quarter note = 120 (eighth notes). Note that I will be listening for your sense of
time, pitch and tone.
2. ARPEGGIOS: Bb dominant 7, Gb major 7, A augmented triad, C minor 7, G minor 7(b5),
and Eb diminished 7. All chords should be one octave, arpeggiated ascending and
descending.
ii. Theory Test:
The Off-Campus Theory test is a required test for all students auditioning for the degree
program. The test is approximately 30 minutes in length. This is a written Theory test only,
and it does not include an ear training component. Information can be found on MyHumber
(see “Registration Instructions” below) about how to arrange the proctored theory test.
Registration Instructions:
Applicants must Log-in to MyHumber and pay a $50 fee for their audition in Humber’s
Events Management system. Once in Events Management, you will receive additional
instructions for submission of our audition video through SlideRoom. Video can be up to
500MB.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Log-in to MyHumber
Select the Applicant tab
Select your Year and Applicant Number from the drop-down menu, then click Submit
Click on Missing Requirements
Click on “Go to Events” (located under the “Link” section, near the bottom right of the
page)
6. Choose from a list of available assessments and follow the prompts
All secondary requirements will be evaluated and a score will be calculated by the academic
school.
Admission decisions will be available via MyHumber, or by email and mail. Admission
decisions will not be released by phone.
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